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DOCOMO PACIFIC brings best value to the
CNMI with new mobile “Access Plans”
Gualo Rai, Saipan (January 24, 2021) – DOCOMO PACIFIC, regional leader in innovation,
telecommunications, & entertainment, offers affordable Access plans to CNMI customers.
DOCOMO PACIFIC continues to make necessary network investments to be the
telecommunication provider CNMI customers can rely on. In addition, we launched our new
Access mobile phone plans that boast more value, more savings and are all you’ll ever need
from a mobile plan.
Access vs. Traditional Unlimited Plans
With traditional unlimited data plans, customers pay a high monthly rate for as much data as
they want (unlimited). Unlimited use is attractive, but once you meet a prescribed data cap (or
speed cap), overall data speeds will slow down. Meaning, for the remainder of the month, you
can use mobile data freely, but at throttled (or slower) speeds.
DOCOMO PACIFIC Access plans take a different approach. First, they offer LTE Data of up to
25GB. Second, these plans come with our Social Pass, which enables endless data on the most
popular social apps in the Marianas. Time spent on the apps listed in your Social Pass will not
pull from your monthly data bucket, thus leaving you full room to use your data how you want
to.
Here is a complete list of the apps covered in our Social Pass:
-

Facebook

-

Facebook messenger

-

Instagram

-

Snapchat

-

Twitter

-

Line

-

WhatsApp

-

WeChat

-

Skype

From now through April 16, 2021, DOCOMO PACIFIC is offering 2 months free for anyone who
switches and signs up for mobile “Access with NOW”! Customers can also choose from our wide
selection of the newest flagship mobile phones with no cash outlay and the lowest monthly
handset payments of up to 30 months. Bring your number to the Better Together network and
get a $50 credit to cover you port-out fee.
For more information, please visit our website at www.docomopacific.com or call us at 488CARE.

About DOCOMO PACIFIC

DOCOMO PACIFIC is a wholly owned subsidiary of NTT DOCOMO, Japan’s leading mobile
operator. Headquartered in Tamuning, Guam, DOCOMO PACIFIC is the largest provider of
personal, residential, enterprise connectivity and entertainment services in Guam and the
Northern Mariana Islands. Named Guam’s most reliable network, based on GWS’ 2019
OneScore ranking. We are also the 5-time winner of Pika’s Best of Guam and 4-time winner of
Best of The Pacific. DOCOMO PACIFIC is dedicated to bringing you and your family closer to
the things that matter most. Get to know more about what makes us “Better Together”
at www.docomopacific.com.

ABOUT BETTER TOGETHER

DOCOMO PACIFIC provides TV, Online, Mobile, Phone, and Enterprise Solutions in Guam and the Marianas.
The company employs 640 associates and serves customers through retail outlets located in Agana Shopping
Center, Andersen Air Force Base Exchange, Dededo Mall, Guam Premier Outlets, Micronesia Mall, Tamuning
HQ, Gualo Rai, Saipan, Tinian and Rota.
DOCOMO PACIFIC is a subsidiary of NTT DOCOMO, which provides service to over 70 million mobile
customers in Japan. Outside of Japan, NTT DOCOMO contributes to the global standardization of all-new
mobile technologies and lends their technical and operational support to seven mobile phone operators and
partner companies.
For more information, please visit www.docomopacific.com
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